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Hyundai
2002-05 ACCENT

VEHICLE APPLICATIONS

DASH DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
2002-05 Hyundai Accent
1. Open drink holder half way and remove the (2) Phillips screws from this location.

2. Gently pull outward on the dash trim bezel starting at the bottom and work your way to the top.

3. Open the glove box and depress both sides to lower the glove box out of the way.

4. Disconnect the (1) heater control cable from the heater box, and unfasten the clip from the cable.

5. Disconnect the (2) heater, A/C control cables from below the steering wheel. (You will see a yellow gear with

a cable and a white gear with a cable attached towards the right side.) Detach the cables from the gears and

unfasten the mounting clips from the cables.

NOTE: The yellow gear connects to the cable with the yellow foam covering.

6. Gently pull dash trim bezel forward.

7. Disconnect the Clock, Hazard, and Rear Defogger harnesses and lean the dash

trim bezel out of the way.

8. Remove the (4) Phillips screws securing the radio to the sub-dash.

9. Pull radio forward, disconnect the wire harness and antenna lead and remove the radio.

KIT ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Attach the left & right ISO mounting brackets to the left & right sides of the face of kit.

2. Remove the trim ring from the after market radio.

3. Insert the aftermarket radio into the kit from the rear and attach to the kit using the screws supplied with
the aftermarket radio.

non flip-face style radios

Adjust the radio forward or backwards until you have the desired look, and tighten

the side mounting screws.

FLIP-FACE style radios

Adjust the radio forward and tighten the side mounting screws and open the face of the radio. If the face
of the radio does not clear the lower lip of the kit, adjust the radio backwards until the face of the radio
opens unobstructed and tighten the side mounting screws.

4. Wire the radio and install into dash using the (4) screws supplied with the kit.

5. Reassemble dash in reverse order of dash disassembly from steps 1 thru 8.

(Single ISO Mount Application)
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